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the largest collection of documents on the qasida of the 11th-
century arab poet abu ishaq al-shirazi and his style of eulogy or
dhikr. he has cited about 1,500 scholars from the classical to the
postclassical period, among them the famous persian poet and

teacher omar khayyam, ibn tufail, al-sharif al-radi, and ibn al-nadim.
kitab al-fihrist (p12; arabic: الفهرست ), sometimes known by the

arabic title al-fihrist, is an ancient "book of wonders" compiled in
988 by ibn al-nadim, a contemporary of al-masudi. it is considered

to be the earliest surviving arabic encyclopedia; however, it is
sometimes treated as a unique chronicle. it has been translated

into a number of languages including english. [] you can extract the
hard disk data to a clean windows xp system or windows 7 system
and start the dcim folder. set windows to automatically scan the

dcim folder in the early on startup. so you will get an similar result
in mac also. give a try and see if your hard disk data is shown. the
oldest parts of the book, which date from the 9th or 10th century,

are clearly a translation of the earlier persian text, and are of great
importance for the history of arabic literature. the remaining

sections of the book were written down in the 12th century, and
are generally of little value for the history of arabic literature. taj al-
arus, a persian/arabic translation by abu ishaq al-shirazi, a persian
poet and scholar of the 10th century. shirazi made an extensive list
of scholars, including nahj al-balagha and fakhr al-din al-razi, who

were considered great scholars in his time. he also included
sections dealing with man's relationship with god, material culture,
astrology, and philosophy. links to these translations can be found

at the back of the book.
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